QT Series "Quad" Tube Heater

Detroit Radiant is proud to introduce an exciting new product that is like no other in the industry. The QTD and QTS Series “Quad” tube heater totals 8 ½ feet in length and produces up to 80,000 BTU’s into a precise heating foot print. Distinctive construction features include a multi-burner, multi-exchanger, multi-reflector platform optimized for a broad and even heat output pattern. This product has just recently completed certification. Literature is available here.

Introducing the New SW Series Electric Heater

Detroit Radiant is also pleased to introduce their new line of Electric Infrared Heaters. The SW Series utilizes short wave electric lamps encased in an aesthetically pleasing black powder-coated or 304 stainless steel enclosure. Operational benefits include a highly efficient energy transfer, lower mounting heights, heat energy, light energy, and certification for both indoor and outdoor use.

Typical Applications:
- Restaurant Patios
- Parking Garages
- Valet Waiting Areas
- Airport Entrances

Key Features:
- 1 or 3 Phase Electric
- Red or White Illumination
- 1 to 3 Lamp Elements
- Low Clearance Restaurant Patios

DRP Side Clearances
The Best in the Industry
Most often, side clearances are one of the largest variables when trying to fit a low intensity tube heater into the building space. It should not be forgotten that our side clearances are the lowest in the industry. For example on a 100 MBH Detroit Radiant heater, clearances are typically no greater than 14 inches, whereas others in the industry are between 24 and 36 inches. Imagine trying to fit a competitor’s heater in a 4 foot wide aisle...it’s virtually not possible.

VECMO Q & A
Respond to mail@vemcoinc.com with the correct answer by: August 12th to be eligible for the prize! (No phone answers accepted, can only win once every 6 months)

Q: What is the overall length of the QT Series Tube Heater?
Prize: $50.00 AMEX gift card
CONGRATS to Brandon Bentley from NW Pipe, Belgrade—who correctly answer the former name of Enervex which was Exhausto.
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